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1. Which of these is a good conductor of electricity?
   a) Glass
   b) Rubber gloves
   c) The human body
   d) Rubber mats

2. Electricity will not travel easily through ____.
   a) Conductors
   b) Insulators
   c) Silver
   d) Circuits

3. Electricity will always try to travel to the ____
   a) Highest point
   b) Ground
   c) Insulation
   d) Person
4. Which of these is not a potential result of contact with electric current?

a) Repetitive stress injury  
b) Burns to internal organs  
c) Loss of muscle control  
d) Falls from a height

5. A common example of bare live conductors in the workplace is ____________________

a) Extension cords  
b) Plugs  
c) Puddles  
d) Overhead power lines

6. What type of location should be avoided when using electrical equipment?

a) Outdoors  
b) Well-ventilated  
c) Damp  
d) Insulated

7. Electrical fires can be caused by ____ circuits.

a) Completing  
b) Breaking  
c) Overloading  
d) Using

8. Power tools, and extension cords, should be ____ before use.

a) Overloaded  
b) Danger tagged  
c) Locked out  
d) Inspected
9. Which of these should not be used in locations where electrical hazards exist?

a) Interlocks
b) Wooden ladders
c) Metal ladders
d) Personal protective equipment

10. When must personal protective equipment be used in regard to electrical safety?

a) Only when you feel like it
b) After an electrical accident has occurred
c) Only when bare live conductors are present
d) In any situation where an electrical hazard might exist